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20 years ago, Ukraine divorced her ex-husband (Russia) and she took their children 
(Crimea, Luhansk and Donetsk). And the ex-husband (Russia) still treated her really 
nice. He paid off more than 200 billion debts for Ukraine.  But Ukraine started dating 
another man (USA) and started attacking her ex-husband.  But her kids were very close 
to their dad Russia, so Russia took back one of the kids (Crimea).  After that ,Ukraine 
lost her child felt really scared so she wanted to rely on her new boyfriend, (the 
United States)so that she would have more power against Russia.  However, the US is 
a playboy, even though he’s worried that Russian will be the most handsome guy in 
this town instead of him but he still doesn't want to be in charge of this, he just wants 
to use Ukraine to counterbalance Russia.  Over time, Ukraine began to use violence to 
her two other grown children (Luhansk and Donetsk) .  But the good thing is the US 
will send Ukraine food (weapons and ammunition), after getting enough food, Ukraine 
trust the US more and starts to want to leave her ex-husband with her children and 
live with the US and join his gang NATO. It is worth mentioning that NATO guys 
especially like to play with fire, but there are many trees in front of Russia's house. 
Russia does not want NATO to set fire to his tree.  So he warned NATO not to come 
near his house, and NATO ignored his warning for five whole times. Few months ago 
NATO attempted to play fire in Ukraines house, which is next door to Russia. This 
touches Russia's bottom line and totally pissed him off , so Russia goes out to 
destroy the Ukraine’s home and let the other two grown children to live on their own

.The irony is that in this war, Ukraine did not receive any military support except for 
weapons from NATO and her boyfriend US



Ukraine 
It Started in 2014:
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Relations between the two countries have been hostile since the 
2014 Revolution of Dignity, which toppled Ukraine's elected 
president Viktor Yanukovych and his supporters, because he 
refused to sign a political association and free trade agreement 
with the European Union that enjoyed majority support in 
Ukraine's parliament. 

Ukraine's post-revolutionary government wished to commit the 
country to a future within the EU and NATO, rather than continue 
to play the delicate diplomatic game of balancing its own 
economic and security interests with those of Russia, the EU, 
and NATO members.

2014

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revolution_of_Dignity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viktor_Yanukovych
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NATO


In 2019, amendments were made to the Constitution of 
Ukraine, which enshrined the irreversibility of the 
country's strategic course towards EU and NATO 
membership. 

Throughout 2021 and 2022, Russian military buildup on 
the border of Ukraine has escalated tensions between the 
two countries and strained bilateral relations, with the 
United States sending a strong message that invasion 
would be met with dire consequences for Russia's 
economy. 

On 24 February 2022, Russia invaded Ukraine, which 
prompted Ukraine to break diplomatic ties with its 
eastern neighbour.

How it started:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Ukraine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Ukraine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2021%E2%80%932022_Russo-Ukrainian_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2021%E2%80%932022_Russo-Ukrainian_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2022_Russian_invasion_of_Ukraine


Question: Was Ukraine 
wrong to be wanting a 

future with the European 
Union and NATO?
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Russia
Reasons for starting the war



Reason 1 
：Ukrainian 
government 
attacks Russians 
in Eastern 
Ukraine

Ukraine government are actually doing the same thing to 
people who live in eastern Ukraine for the past 8 years



Ukraine Nazis During the Ukrainian Civil War, in order to vent the anger 
of being defeated by the Eastern Ukrainian militias, 
Ukrainian neo-Nazis created many horrific massacres.

 On September 24, 28 and 30, 2014, three mass graves 
were discovered successively in Donetsk region. After 
investigation, it was confirmed that these were killed by 
the Ukrainian National Guard and the neo-Nazi armed 
"Azov Battalion".  Some of the civilians who were buried 
and shot dead before the retreat still had signs of being 
violated..

 From August to October 2021, five civilian "mass graves" 
were discovered in the village of Slavianosebsk and other 
places.



Reason 2: Ukraine wants to 
join NATO

What is NATO?

 NATO stand for North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization is an 
international organization created by 
European and North American 
countries to achieve defense 
cooperation. It has a large number of 
nuclear weapons and an army is an 
important military force in the West.



Why Putin does not want Ukraine to join NATO?

- Russia needs a strategic 
shield.

- NATO has repeatedly 
broken its commitments 
with Russia.(Ukraine also)



Question: 
Why do you think 

Putin recognized the 
independence of the 

two Eastern 
Ukrainian regions 
before attacking 

Ukraine?.



Never think that war , not matter how 
necessary ,nor how justified , is not a crime
                                           

—  Ernest Hemingway 



THANKS！


